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Ariel Skelly/Blend Images/Getty Images A cousin of the individual is the individual's second cousin, assuming the cousin is the child of one of the father's siblings. Family relationships are determined by descent, starting with the first common ancestor or relative. Cousins are people born to siblings. These siblings are separate groups of people, so the work of
the family tree, the next set of relatives are grandparents (the parents of the parents of the cousin family). Since the child of brother and sister and the sister's cousin must go back two places to find a common ancestor of cousins and grandfathers for the child of brother and sister, they are second cousins. If by dad's cousin, you mean Dad's first cousin, you'd
be his first cousin after he took him away. Terms such as once removed mean things like the first, second, third, etc. grandchildren or cousins. For example, the term second cousin twice removed will mean your cousin's grandchildren. If your dad's cousin meant dad's third cousin, you'd be a third cousin when he took it away. The car looks great. I don't know
what your situation is in terms of finances, the driveway, etc., but I'd take it! You don't have to throw a huge amount of money right away. If the chassis/body is straight and not rotten, then you can look at how to sort the mechanics (rebuilt carburaten, new braking parts, general service) and see how you feel about owning/driving for a while before committing
to a full recovery. I'm sure there are a lot of people here on AI who would be happy to give advice on the condition/parts/costs needed to get this thing up and running. Can you get any pictures of the car? In particular, engine compartments, wheel submarines, door sills and any other areas that could be prone to decay or known to have problems with this
model. Knowing which country the car is in can help, since older cars last much longer in drier countries. Page 2You can: log in, read the technical support FAQ, or request your lost password. This silly message (and these ads) will appear on any screen until you sign up! Get rid of this rubbish by registering your SA Forum and joining an estimated 150,000
Gooni for a one-off price of $9.95! We charge money because they cost us money per month for accounts, and since we do not believe in showing ads to our users, we try to make the money back by registering in the forum. +100in Yahoo answers and get 100 points today. Terms: Privacy,AdChoices─RSS─HelpFor Answers Plots for Community Guidelines
For Knowledge Leaders &amp;quot;LevelsEnd Feedback', when people say cousins normally, they mean first cousin. Genealogists always say First Cousin, Second Cousin, etc. Whatever degree - 1 st, 2nd, 3th cousin is, you and his children are the same degree, but once removed. So, your second cousins are your 2nd 2nd - once removed. When you are
old enough that your cousins have grandchildren, you and they will be Nth - regardless of degree - twice removed. Your parents are zero and you are nth cousins after they are removed; Your grandparents nth stints and you're nth cousins twice removed, and so on. The children of first cousins are second cousins of each other. The children of two cousins are
third cousins of each other. And so on. No doubt you have a few thousand 12th cousins, although finding them will be difficult. Their children are your 12th C once removed. Their children and yours will be 13th cousins. My sister and I disagree on whether our father's cousin is our aunt or cousin. My sister says she's our cousin while I say she's our aunt. Tell
me, who's right? You're both wrong, and so far your answers have been inaccurate. Your cousin is your first cousin. The reason is that you are in different generations. Aunt will be your sister. Your cousin will be your sister. A second cousin will be your cousin's children. Cousin (A.K.A.A., first cousin) Your first cousins are the people in your family who have
two of the same grandparents as you. In other words, they are the children of your aunts and uncles. Second Cousin Your second cousins are the people in your family who have the same great-grandparents as you., but not the same grandparents. Third, Fourth, and Fifth Cousins Your third cousins have the same great-great-grandparents, fourth cousins
have the same great-great-great-grandparents, and so on. Removed when the word removed is used to describe a relationship, it shows that the two people are of different generations. You and your first cousins are in a generation (two generations younger than your grandparents), so the word removed is not used to describe your relationship. Words once
removed mean there is a difference of a generation. For example, your mother's first cousin is your first cousin since he was suspended. That's because your mother's first cousin is a generation younger than your grandparents, and you're two generations younger than your grandparents. This difference of one generation is equal to once removed. Twice
removed means there is a difference of two generations. You are two generations younger than your grandmother's first cousin, so you and your grandmother's cousin are first cousins, twice removed. Your cousin's your cousin. Your sister's an aunt. Your father's cousin is a second cousin. She must be your father's sister to be your aunt. Your sister's right,
your father's cousin is your cousin, not your aunt, but your aunt! Your father's niece is your cousin, isn't she? - She's not your niece! you must follow the hereditary generation. Which means his cousin can't be your cousin who's going to turn the world upside down, right? You're below the level of their genius, the next level, which makes it clear that you're ---
is your aunt! and her daughters and sons shall be your second cousins. (why second? because you fall below the second level of heirachy, remember?) but you can not call your aunt as the Second Aunt, there is no such thing, it will sound stupid.. Owell, a second-degree aunt may work, but it will be easier to address her just like &lt;name&gt;aunt!hope that
respond to her sister's confusion!! If she's your cousin, she's your cousin too. If it was your aunt, she'd be your father's sister or his parents' sister. She's your second-degree aunt. Your father has a cousin, so he's your aunt in your father's cousin. Your cousin's kids are your cousin. There's no doubt your father's cousin will be your aunt. will be your second
cousin - if your father has an aunt who will be your aunt, will be your aunt , hoping that your assistant is wrong, your father's cousin, you will call her aunt, if your cousin is your uncle, your father's children or child are your second cousin, your father's sister's children or your brother's 1stStill Cousin has questions? Answer now! Attached: zero, reference: zero,
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